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5 
Caring through concealing:  
Older caregivers and dying patients  

Introduction 
Scène one: Sleeping patients, exposed illness 

It is a hot afternoon in July, the long rainy season has finished and the paths winding through 
the banana groves are dusty. I have just come home from a walk to the roadside with my 25-
year-old neighbour. It has been four months since my arrival in the village and I have been 
feeling a bit uncertain lately. Though death has been present in many conversations, AIDS 
illness has, so far, been invisible to me. It is this invisibility that triggered the question I 
asked my neighbour: ‘Do you know who has a patient in their house right now? I never met 
anybody, it seems as if AIDS is not present at all.’ My neighbour points to a house not far 
away. ‘In that house there is a patient, but she is not yet sleeping’. She uses the word ‘sleep-
ing’ as many people do when they want to indicate that a patient is close to dying. ‘And the 
daughter of Ta Stephen, she is in Rwantege (dispensary) now; they brought her this mor-
ning.’ I am surprised; even though I have known Ta Stephen for four months and have seen 
him almost every day, I had no idea he had a patient in his house. My neighbour was sur-
prised as well because I did not know what everyone knows. ‘He has not told me anything 
about it’, I said to her, and she answered; ‘He can’t, he can’t. It is very difficult to say that 
and it is also very painful.’ ‘But is it certain that it is AIDS?’ I asked. My neighbour is cer-
tain. ‘Yes, she was admitted in Rwantege dispensary and it is serious. The mother slept there 
last night (implying the patient is close to dying).’  

In northwest Tanzania, those who suspect that they may be infected with HIV 
and their close relatives usually keep their suspicion to themselves. Even when 
the terminal stage has been reached, silence around AIDS illness is generally 
maintained. Results of tests are not always told to patients, and when a villager 
meets someone in whose house a patient is dying, there will be respectful en-
quiries after the condition of the patient, without references to what is wrong 
with the ill person. At funerals the cause of death is also hidden, or phrased as ‘ill 
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Photo 5.1  Father with daughter after her discharge from the hospital  

 
 

for a long time’. Because of this silence, AIDS is at first sight invisible, but for 
villagers who are ill or who might be ill is a subject of public speculation.  

When patients reach their terminal stage both silence and speculation increase. 
Someone who is very ill sometimes hides or is hidden by the family. Visitors are 
told that the patient is sleeping. But public discussions in such a phase intensify 
and often include the caretakers as well. Intimate feelings and emotions, relations 
between parents and children, the social status of the family – all these private 
issues are made the subject of public scrutiny when a patient becomes seriously 
ill (cf Mutembei 2001).  

The discussions take place in bars, on the road, in houses and on the paths 
through the banana groves where villagers meet. News is exchanged and stories 
from different sources are evaluated. Often these discussions do not have malici-
ous intent; it is the usual way to discuss everyday events. The stories around the 
terminal stage of AIDS illness expose what for a long period of time has been 
concealed, and in that way provide an entry point to understanding the rationale 
for silence and concealment within care giving relationships from the perspective 
of caregivers.  

I became intrigued by these different modes of communication when I realised 
that I was excluded from an intricate knowledge in the village. People knew who 
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was ill and discussed their situation but in concealed ways. When I asked older 
caregivers, they shared their painful stories of losing patients, even indicating 
that their relatives had died of ‘this disease of ours’. By living in the village I had 
to adhere to its unwritten codes; there were limits on the social spaces I had 
access to, and to the questions I could ask.  

In this chapter I examine how tactical silences employed by older caretakers, 
patients and those outside the family over the course of a dying process, relate to 
notions of good care. In providing care older men and women are, while growing 
physically older, constantly confronted with expectations about good care, ex-
pectations that are physically taxing and that they cannot always fulfil, but that 
have always been paramount in how they view ‘normal’ relations. How this 
balancing act works out in practices of care is the subject of this chapter. In this 
chapter I focus on both older men and women and their respective caring role in 
AIDS illness, as the role of men in care giving is often denied (Knodel & 
Ofstedal 2005). This denial obscures the broader family dynamics in patient care.  

Giving care to dying patients is often framed in discussions as to whether the 
extended family is able to cope with the increased demands on its resources 
(Ankrah 1993; Seeley 1998). What is as yet unexamined is how care and ‘good 
care’ are enforced by the community and shape the way that caregivers and those 
around them deal with the increasing demands. The element of relationality 
poses new questions, the main one being: What is at stake in certain relationships 
because of AIDS illness and how does silence or concealment ‘work’ herein. 
Relations of care are negotiated within a certain local moral world, where things 
that really matter are at stake (Kleinman 2006; Yang et al. 2007). To understand 
how AIDS illness might create distortions in the relations of caregivers, current 
analyses around stigma and how stigma is embedded in social relations give 
some directions.  

Posel argues that an analysis of emotions around sex, death and embodiment 
are central in any analysis of stigma (2004: 5). The terminal stage of AIDS ill-
ness, implies a slow degeneration of the physical body (Henderson 2004), often 
leading to feelings of disgust and shame (Posel 2004: 8).1 AIDS illness then often 
leads to a social death that precedes the actual biological death (Niehaus 2007). 
This social death that is related to feelings of shame and disgust can damage 
relations of AIDS patients and their caregivers. Secrecy and silence are then seen 
as responses to shame and disgust (Posel 2004: 8) as a mechanism to protect 
patients (Emlett 2008: 712). 

                                                            
1  Posel (2004) argues that shame is in essence a social emotion related to judgments of value, in the 

eyes of others. Also Schwartz (1988: 23) argues that shame is necessarily related to social life; it is an 
actor’s response to wrongdoing. 
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In this chapter I build on these arguments by analysing how tactics of silence 
and concealment contribute to what is considered good care. This is a somewhat 
reverse angle: I do not take the patient, or stigma as such, as a point of departure 
but the caregiver and their care giving activities. I see illness events as moments 
which open up debates about morality and praxis,2 in this case in care. Tactical 
silences and concealing, then, can be framed as responses to such moral break-
downs (cf Zigon 2007). Following Iliffe (2005: 363) I argue that concealing in 
relation to AIDS illness functions as a core praxis to protect the honour of 
individuals, an honour which frames what good care is. Notions of masculinity 
and femininity are tied in with good care. Concealment then, contrary to what 
public health literature frames as denial, is central to practices of relating in a 
local moral world.  

Experiences of caring for dying AIDS patients were not easy to articulate for 
those whom I interviewed. The more I became familiar with certain older people 
the more they preferred silence. Talking about those who were gone was too 
painful and only came up when patients in neighbouring houses were about to die 
or when death could not be avoided at a funeral. Talk about loss had its space but 
silence prevailed. As such I base this chapter on a combination of sources: Con-
versations with older people who had lost and cared for relatives dying of AIDS; 
observations of what was said and not said; four case studies of patients in their 
terminal phase; gossip about patients and caregivers; and responses to direct 
questions about AIDS and the issue of silence. Analysis of this material shows 
the nature of intimate relations between older parents and their dying children, as 
well as the paradoxically supportive and conflicting relations between families 
and the community. In two follow-up one-week visits in 2005 and 2008 I traced 
the events in the ten families and observed the manner of speech around AIDS. 
These brief observations indicated that older men and women were still losing 
relatives to AIDS3 after the introduction of ART and that general modes of dis-
cussion around AIDS had not changed. 

 
 
 
 

                                                            
2  Zigon (2007: 140), in suggesting an analytical framework to study morality, argues that the key to 

understand local notions of morality is to look at the moment of moral breakdown, when people are 
forced to step away from the unreflective, embodied everydayness of morality. In these moments an 
ethical demand is placed on persons to return to the everydayness of moral dispositions. In return local 
conceptions of morality become visible.  

3  These observations parallel those of Kastelijns (2009) – patients generally went to hospital only in a  
very advanced state of illness and hence often died, despite treatment.  
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‘This disease of ours’: Silence in an advanced epidemic 
‘Bantaho olugambo’: They have put words on me. 
(Haya metaphor: Aldin Mutembei 2001: 71) 

‘They have put words on me’. This sentence quoted by Aldin Mutembei conveys 
the action present in speech and the dangers in that related to AIDS. Putting 
words onto someone means that someone is positioned into a certain being, an ill 
person (Mutembei 2001: 71). Despite its long presence, there is a sense of danger 
surrounding AIDS illness in the village. Amongst older men and women there is 
a general sense that AIDS is inevitable. Long illnesses are attributed to AIDS, 
and older men and women have become adept in recognising the signs and symp-
toms of AIDS: 

My son died from this Mugendelanwa [going together: That the thing came to you and you 
have to go with it, kh]. Nowadays you do not have to ask what someone died of. He was 
married and left one child, but even the wife had already died. Their child stays with the 
uncle of the wife in Mwanza. My son and his wife stayed in Dar. He arrived already sick, 
stayed two weeks and died. We took him to Rubya hospital where he died. I cared for him in 
his house, then in Rubya hospital. About seven years passed since he died. (Berina, aged 78, 
is left with one unmarried son) 

Older men and women see AIDS as a disease of sexuality, something that 
belongs to ‘those who go in those ways’. Though there are some cases of AIDS 
associated death amongst older people, like the husband of a 60-year-old woman 
who died at the age of 66, in general older men and women do not associate 
themselves with the illness. This is also related to the history of responses to 
AIDS.  

Messages about AIDS in Kagera have come from a variety of sources. Where-
as the Catholic Church emphasises the importance of abstinence until marriage 
and faithfulness within marriage, the Lutheran Church also promotes condoms 
and has active HIV prevention programmes. Other sources of information about 
AIDS include workshops and training which village leaders attend as well as 
resident AIDS counsellors from World Vision and Wamata4 and messages from 
radio and television, oral poetry (Mutembei 2001) and popular music. Older 
people, however, are often excluded from prevention messages and are not seen 
as possessing relevant knowledge, even though some attend training seminars. 
Their ways of caring and advising when AIDS is concerned is often not appre-
ciated by younger relatives. However the death of relatives close to them has 
shaped their understanding of AIDS. ‘I am not infected myself, but I am infected 
through the death of my children’ a statement of a 72-year-old woman which 

                                                            
4  These counsellors are chosen by the organisations that they work for and usually have to cover an ex-

tensive area. The counsellor of Wamata for example had not been paid in a year and two other 
counsellors had stopped. The village has around 900 households. She was responsible for six villages. 
She also had 16 children, a business of beer making and a household to attend to. 
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conveys the deeply felt presence of AIDS in the everyday lives of older men and 
women.  

In their references to AIDS, older people often refer to a moral punishment; 
‘gharika’ (Noah’s flood), referring to the history of commercial sex work in the 
region, mobility and the often shady business deals with which the first AIDS 
victims were associated. Other narratives voiced defeat and too many deaths, too 
often. In stories about AIDS illness of relatives AIDS is referred to as ‘the man 
which came to finish us’, or ‘rumala’, (the disaster). Or as a 78-year-old man put 
it: ‘watu wote tumedudulika’, literally meaning ‘all of us are insectised’(ks), 
using the metaphor of an insect to indicate the inevitability of infection. In some 
ways AIDS has become a disease of everyone in the three decades of its 
presence. The concept of time, the fact that this is an advanced epidemic, is 
therefore central to an analysis of secrecy and silence, and how these forms of 
communication have evolved through experiences with the epidemic. 

In the village there was some openness about AIDS. AIDS is usually referred 
to as ‘this disease’ to which often the adjective ‘of ours’ is added. Villagers state 
that AIDS has become accepted to some extent and that overt exclusion or gossip 
about the family of a patient has decreased.  

You can’t talk about anything; nowadays you don’t ask anything to your friend. When you 
find your friend s/he will tell you that s/he is in the same situation as you. She will tell you 
that maybe two children of his/hers have already died. Others tell you that four children have 
already died; you find another one telling you that her children are sick. Nowadays we are no 
longer talking about it because nowadays we are all in trouble due to this disease. (Elesta, 
aged 70, lost three children and a grandson and is left with four children) 

Yet personal experiences with AIDS are often met with an uneasy silence. 
Let’s consider a conversation in nyakitaba (kh), the business centre of the village. 
The village chairman, aged 43, and I, sitting on a wooden bench in front of the 
village office are watching the bustling street life and I bring up attitudes towards 
AIDS in the village. ‘Nowadays we are open about ukimwi (AIDS); we can speak 
about it’, states the chairman. I decide to make it personal: ‘so if your brother 
dies of ukimwi, can you say that to the people at the burial?’ The chairman 
shakes his head vigorously: ‘Oh no no no, it would cause many problems in my 
family, no, it is impossible (…).’ He thinks for a moment and then laughs at me. 
‘There you’ve got me’. There are spaces for silence and spaces for public 
discussion.  

AIDS patients themselves often refer to experiences of both covert and overt 
exclusion. A 59-year-old woman with a history of umalaya (commercial sex 
work, ks) was thought to have AIDS and narrated how her family members with 
whom she had a conflict over land had shouted at her. ‘You, your head is full of 
virus! You are a dead (person)’ and referred to her own experiences of isolation 
as well as those of other patients in the village. 
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Yes, I was isolated. Take the daughter of Ta Stephen. She wanted to sell mandazi [dough-
nuts] but people were afraid to buy from her. (...) Some older people think that the patient 
was asking too much. One old man said, when his son came back from Bukoba with AIDS: 
‘do not disturb me; you went yourself to Bukoba to find this disease’.  

The broader framework of silence, the sense that AIDS is there and inescap-
able, and that accusations are pointless, combined with association between 
AIDS, sexuality and inevitable death, shape the practices around care for AIDS 
patients in the village. I started to see the different ways of being silent and the 
different social spaces in which silence was required. Older caregivers talked 
about the difficulties of care giving in a circuitous way. Families hide the patient 
in the house and look away and to the ground when talking about the strain of 
care giving. Stories about families who were giving care also reflected conceal-
ment: The stories were told only to particular persons and the story tellers often 
used secretive modes of speaking: Whispers, heads close together, and reflective 
pauses. To understand these practices of silence and concealment around AIDS 
illness I propose a framework of relationality: What does silence protect in the 
context of interpersonal relationships of older caregivers?  

There is no compassion nowadays:  
Generations and care in the era of AIDS  
‘It would be better if God let him rest. Where will I get the money? I am tired’. 
With tears in her eyes Mae Elesta, a 72-year-old mother discusses the intense 
care demands during the final stages of her son’s illness. It is September 2002, 
her 48-year-old son has been ‘sleeping’ since April 2002 and his mother moved 
to his house to take on his daily care. I read the story in the diary Mae Tibaigana 
kept for me in my absence on her visits to caregivers on a weekly basis. In the 
dairy there are sober notes on everyday life: The house has become dirty; there is 
no time and energy for cleaning. There are also notes on how the older mother is 
involved in doing casual labour on the farms of others and therefore has no 
energy to sow her own beans, leading to food insecurity. And lastly the diary 
sheds some light on how care giving is shared in households: How the eight-
year-old son of the patient is spoon-feeding his dying father and is scared to be 
alone, while his grandmother is out working.  

The above sketch points to a reality of intergenerational care that brings up 
questions of meaning amongst older men and women; what is happening to the 
world that demands situations such as these, what has happened to children, to 
relations between parents and children, relations between women and their fam-
ily members? Older men and women are extremely concerned with relationships 
of today. Stories of conflict, of witchcraft and use of herbs, of jealousy, of rape 
and theft, and of young people ‘running around in the village’, are rife. The 
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AIDS epidemic triggered new questions, mainly questions of control and con-
nection. Older men and women have lost many relatives but only the village has 
become a place where it can be ‘known’ whether a person is likely to have died 
of AIDS. In the death histories the knowledge of the sexual networks of the 
deceased and the attempts to control by checking for bodily signs is visible. 

Her husband died away from here, so you cannot know. But did you see the black spots on 
her hand? I wonder … 

The statement voices a lack of control amongst older people, an attempt to 
make sense, through commentaries, of the felt chaos of contemporary social 
relations. In particular, commentaries are directed against the current generations 
of young people who, following their desire for wealth, tamaa ya mali, brought 
back a disease, causing anguish and an extra burden. As a result, in the eyes of 
older people ‘compassion’, huruma, was lost in contemporary Buhaya. As is 
often argued in recent literature on AIDS in Africa, narratives around AIDS in 
the village point to chaos and distortion in social relations within Haya society 
and in that sense trigger actions to restore social cohesion (Dilger 2010: 10). 
Huruma, a core value of social relations is part of ustaraabu (ks) – proper, 
dignified, honourable behavior.5 Huruma in intergenerational relations pertains to 
a sense of closeness, a good roho (ks), ‘nature’. Huruma is about care and caring 
relationships. Daughters and women are said to have huruma, but sons often lack 
huruma. Daughters are the ones who, not out of obligation, but out of love assist 
their elderly parents. These values are also reflected in messages of Churches and 
Mosques. In Church congregants are urged to take care of each other, to not 
denounce the ill. In every service those who are ill are named and prayed for. 
There are special services in the village for those who are too old to walk to the 
church or too ill. This morality of care is reflected in older people’s care practices 
around AIDS in which values like huruma are emphasised, thereby reflecting 
values that they thought had been lost in the current generation of young people.  

This concern with relations has everything to do with the way the epidemic 
demands care roles that are unexpected, and hence stretches the relations of older 
men and women over prolonged periods of time, due to taking care of different 
relatives. Older people have occupied different roles in care giving often in-
volving wider family members. Mae Tibaigana’s husband, for example, fell ill in 
1987 when she was working in a nearby city. She earned money for his care but 
her parents-in-law took on the physical care for him in the village.  

He went to the mines near Geita. He did not want to be a schoolteacher anymore. I went to 
work in Muleba at the district and I took five of the seven children with me. I raised them 
alone. Then he came back and I took one look at him and I thought: ‘eheh’. We went to the 
village and we got out of the dalla dalla (minibus, ks) and his father did not recognise him. 

                                                            
5  Moyer, personal communication. 
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So he stayed there while I worked during the week to earn money and he died and he was 
buried near his father’s house.  

When her daughter became ill in 2000 Mae Tibaigana nursed her herself. The 
presence of AIDS for 25 years has affected different historical generations. In the 
table below we see that most of the older men and women have cared for their 
children, but that a substantial part of the men have also cared for their siblings 
and that some older women have cared for their spouses. 

 
 

Table 5.1  Care for relatives with AIDS (according to old persons) amongst 21 older 
people above 60* 

 Women (13) Men (8) 
Partner 2 1 
Children 14 7 
Sibling 3 5 
Siblings children  4 ** 4 
(Adult) grandchild 1 1 
In-laws 1 1 
* In this table only the deaths in which older people mentioned that they gave active care are 

mentioned.  
**  One childless woman lost three children of her sibling. 
 
 

The physical experiences of care giving might be similar, but the material 
consequences of losing a husband versus losing an adult child working in the city 
can be quite different. Patients who return from the city are the patients of whom 
older caregivers had hopes and expectations of financial support, which is emo-
tionally challenging for older caregivers. At the same time patients who become 
ill at home in the village are often cared for over a longer period of time, de-
manding more from their older caregivers, materially and physically than patients 
who return from the city in an advanced stage of illness and were also often those 
who provided practical support.  

Mobility is important in more than simply the return of patients from the city. 
Often caregivers also travel to the marital homes of their daughters or sisters. In 
this sense family care is not bound to a specific locality: It contains the rural-
urban relations between older people who remain in the villages and expect and 
hope for support from their kin in the city, but also the home-marital connections 
between women of different generations in a family that transcend one locality. 
Mobility then is not just responsible for distortions in relations of care; it is also a 
core aspect of continuity in family care relations. 

The relationship between caregiver also matters in terms of how older people 
experience the impending death of a patient. Though older people do not only 
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take care of their dying children, the experience of caring for a dying child is the 
most disruptive: 

I lost my father-in-law: Normal. I lost my husband [to AIDS]; somewhat normal. But to lose 
your child [to AIDS] at the age of 43? Not normal. (Mae Tibaigana, aged 65, lost her hus-
band and daughter to AIDS) 

AIDS illness therefore poses fundamental questions about Haya motherhood 
and fatherhood and about the role of an adult man in the broader extended fam-
ily. Older men and women bring up a story about a divorced widow returning 
home from the city to die, to discuss a shift in time between ‘when conditions 
were still good’ and the time when the world changed. There are implicit judge-
ments in stories about an adult grandchild, dying because of ‘running around’, 
representing a generation out of control. Whyte et al. (2008: 16) refer to these 
concerns as generationcentrism: To bring out how morality and virtue are spoken 
about in different generations. These conflicts play out in the everyday practice 
of care and support.  

In the village the question is not whether families can cope with increased care 
demands. The issue is ‘how’. How are everyday practices of relating: Visiting, 
touch, feeding information while maintaining enclosure, and ways of eating and 
of assisting shaped by long-term care of ill patients? In this capacity care 
demands bring up not only assessments of current relations and relating but also 
questions of morality.6 Who should care for a specific relative? What is ‘good 
care’? How are new moralities around care giving relations formed in a village 
affected by death? These questions feature in the next three sections where I 
return to the day on which I found out that the daughter of my neighbour was 
close to dying to explore two ‘social spaces’: The relation between caretaker and 
patient and the relation between caretaker and visitors, to understand what is 
deemed good care and how this shapes practices of silence and concealment in 
the terminal phase of AIDS. I specifically single out the relation between older 
parents and dying children, because it is a relation which is rife with mutual 
expectations about care.  

The morality of silence:  
Concealing to create spaces for compassionate care 
Care giving for prolonged periods of time, can strain relations of caregivers 
within families. Previous tensions and conflicts in families come to the fore when 
older women become worn out and tired, when resources are sold and when 
                                                            
6  Dilger (2010b: 108-109) distinguishes four verbs that comprise the experience of caring in the era of 

AIDS: kutunza/ kuhudumia, to guard, protect and keep safe; kujali, to give honour to, referring to the 
quality of care; kutenga, to separate, referring to dissolution of kinship relations.  
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demands are made of relatives who are struggling themselves (cf Kastelijns 
2009). Over time, as the process of care unravels it makes visible what is normal 
and abnormal care and how relationships between caregivers and patients work 
out. Acts of care giving also often interplay and have to be balanced with other 
demands of care such as burials in the village, taking care of orphans and periods 
of sickness or weakness of the older person him or herself. To understand con-
cealment and what it protects in relationships between caregivers and patients, I 
start by examining the shifting power balances in families when a patient reaches 
the terminal stage. 

 
Scene 2: A father’s duty 
The same evening that we heard about the illness of our neighbour’s daughter 
and her admittance to the hospital, we went to pay a visit. When we arrived in his 
house around 7 pm we found him sitting in his living room; he had just returned 
from the hospital and his wife was still there. Ta Stephen was glad to see us and 
invited us to sit down and a conversation ensued:  

Ta Stephen:  Thank you; it is really a problem. Right now, I have just come back, but her 
condition is not good. 

Gussy:  We got the news – a woman who came to our house told us the news, but we 
did not know that her condition was this bad and my fellow [Josien] was not 
there; she came yesterday. We were planning to go and visit her tomorrow. 

Ta Stephen:  Her condition changed yesterday noon. Her condition is not good at all, because 
her entire body has become swollen. They say that if you swell up, it is because 
of a problem with the kidneys. Therefore her condition is not good.  

Gussy:  But is she conscious? Can she talk? 
Ta Stephen:  Very little.  
We:  And can she eat and drink a little? 
Ta Stephen:  Very little. 
        We: Since when has she been ill? 
Ta Stephen:  She started to be ill from last year, in the eight month [August]. She used to live 

in Bukoba, but we took her to Rubya Hospital. There she got some relief but she 
did not return to Bukoba. She started to live in a house behind this one. But her 
condition was so so. Now she has returned to be ill again. Her condition is not 
good at all and now you see that I cannot leave from here because we are await-
ing any news from there [the dispensary]. Every three hours we receive news 
from the dispensary and right now a boy will come to bring news from there.  

We:  But have they checked what is wrong with her? What are they saying is wrong 
with her in Rwantege? 

Ta Stephen:  You know her problem is her kidneys. But if you look at her, if you investigate 
her, you will see that together with the problem with her kidneys she has H I V 
[he pronounces each letter carefully, bending forward, looking at us]. 

We:  Pole sana, pole sana [we are very sorry, ks]. 
Ta Stephen:  Yes. HIV is dangerous, but what can you do? 
We:  Since when have you known that it is HIV? 
Ta Stephen:  Since she returned the first time. That is the reason why I prevented her from 

going back to Bukoba.  
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Somehow this moment of illness marked a change in our relationship and from 
that moment onwards Ta Stephen was remarkably open. He explained how his 
daughter, Elida, who is 36 years old, was married in another region. After her 
divorce from her husband due to ‘grave misunderstandings’ she went to Bukoba, 
the regional capital, leaving her young son with her husband’s family. In Bukoba 
she had another child, from an ‘unknown father’. A year earlier in 2002 she came 
home to the village and was admitted in Rubya hospital. He immediately ‘knew’ 
that she was suffering from HIV, which he related to her stay in Bukoba:  

You know, there is something else that is very difficult to explain but it is obligatory [lazima, 
ks] that I tell you; there is no other way [hakuna jinsi, ks]: You know if a person leaves from 
here, and goes to Bukoba, she goes to do work. And at that time she does not have a specific 
job, so it is a problem. It is dangerous. 

It is dark now and Ta Stephen switches on the light. He has one of the few 
houses with electricity in the village. The atmosphere is intimate and what I hear 
Ta Stephen talk about, in subtle terms, are failed expectations: His daughter 
divorcing, leaving him with the burden of her two children. We don’t discuss 
AIDS; we discuss how subtle expectations within care and support relations have 
changed. Ta Stephen, as a relatively wealthy man and a clan elder, relates how he 
keeps on caring for sick relatives, providing financial means, taking care of trans-
port to hospital, buying medicines and food, arranging for funerals and making 
decisions about the fostering of orphans. Ta Stephen has been doing this since his 
first son died in 1996.  

You know my other child has died already, the one who was born from my first wife. He 
was born in 1963 and died in 1996 and his wife followed, and he left a child, who disturbed 
me very much. He died last year in the tenth month. Because he had no father and no mother 
and his grandmother was ill, I was the one who cared for him. I took him to Rubya, Ndolage, 
Rwantege [hospitals, between three and 30 km away]. In Rubya he stayed for two months for 
TB treatment. And I was the only one looking after that child. No-one else assisted me; 
sometimes I had to beg someone else to help care for the child. 

An important aspect of the care of ill relatives is that care is mainly organised 
in the immediate family, in this case (grand)parents and siblings and that there is 
one decision maker (cf Janzen 1978). When Elida came home with suspected 
HIV, Ta Stephen as head of the family made the decisions and instructed the 
other family members what to do. What is also visible in the above story of 
family care is that care is a reflection of close relations. Often in caretaking 
previous tensions play out as is clearly visible in Elida’s mother’s refusal to take 
care of the grandchild of her co-wife. Also in the story Ta Stephen tells about 
Elida: Indirectly he blames her for divorcing, coming home with an illness and 
leaving her parents with the care of two grandsons who need schooling. More-
over, the length of illness, with bouts of illness and periods of good health, in 
Elida’s case over a year, is taxing on close relationships. This issue of time, in 
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the sense of prolonged illness is important as care for an AIDS patient often 
interplays with the other obligations which older people face. Especially older 
men, as heads of clan families, have many responsibilities. Besides the care for 
sick relatives Ta Stephen is also responsible for his elderly parents, who are still 
alive at 86 and 92 years of age and need full-time care and he needs to provide 
for the schooling of his children and grandchildren. These burdens of care differ 
from those of Elida’s mother who is present at her daughter’s side, sleeping with 
her, cooking for her and cleaning her, providing all the physical care tasks 
needed when a patient becomes confined to bed or admitted to hospital. These 
multiple obligations over prolonged periods of time make care giving a strenuous 
affair.  

 
Being a good parent: Care giving in the terminal stage of AIDS illness 
In the care giving stories such as Ta Stephen’s story what is striking is the way 
the relation between caregiver and patient is as much as possible maintained 
throughout the process of the different illness stages until finally the terminal 
stage has been reached. In the above case Ta Stephen evokes a sense of duty 
towards his family; he provides and arranges where his daughter will live, and he 
cares for his small grandson. In taking up this care there are implicit assumptions 
in relation to how to act as a caregiver.  

As discussed in the previous chapter, social relations in Haya society are 
deeply informed by the ekibanja system, the system of clan land, which struc-
tures generational and gender power (Setel 1999; Weiss 1996). Relations be-
tween parents and children are relations of provision and authority (Whyte 2004: 
85). Whereas parents are supposed to provide for their children by schooling 
them, providing them with land and opportunities, and good behaviour, children 
are not ‘obliged’, lazima, to provide for their parents in later life. This is con-
sidered wajibu, out of respect and gratitude for mothers who suffered for their 
children.  

These relations are also visible in how care for AIDS patients is organised. 
Within care giving others are always involved, mostly immediate household 
members or close kin, but caring for patients is almost always a family affair. 
There are clear gender roles in care giving (cf Dilger 2010b), both in terms of 
work division and in terms of what is ‘good’ care. Older women are expected to 
provide the physical care for patients whereas men are expected to provide 
financial and practical support. When a widow is caring for a dying relative she 
either sells assets, works where possible as a casual labourer or receives assist-
ance from male relatives, sons, or brothers.  

Care responsibilities for older men therefore extend to more kinship relations 
than just children and grandchildren, but also vertically to sisters and sisters’ 
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children as the story from Ta Athumani, aged 59, who provided active care for 
two sisters (who died at the ages of 62 and 54), two children of sisters (who died 
as young adults) and two of his sisters’ grandchildren (who died as young 
children):  

The first one who died was called Alida; she was 54 years old. She was married and di-
vorced and had one daughter. After divorcing she went to Musoma and Arusha to enter pros-
titution. Then she came back with the money and bought a shamba nearby and built a house 
and stayed there. She became ill when she was here. She was ill for about two years. She was 
ill and then became better and then became ill again, for about two years. I cared for her until 
she died. I cared by buying household goods, kerosene, salt, milk and mboga (a side dish, ks) 
because you know that when someone is ill they are in need of good food to eat. So I was 
buying that for her.  

What about caring like cooking, bathing, washing clothes and helping her to go outside to 
the toilet, you were doing that yourself?  

That was done by her daughter and our mother. When her condition became worse I 
brought her to my home. 

This ‘duty’ of men to provide is also visible in the story of Ta Stephen who 
occupies a central role in arranging the practicalities and making decisions on 
care, whereas his mother is in the hospital sitting vigil with her daughter.  

Caring for AIDS patients is a lengthy process taking place over a period of 
time, with patients becoming better and ill all the time. Both patients, primary 
caregivers and the close family care circle attempt to maintain the relationship of 
mutual care for as long as possible. Elida for example attempted to set up a 
business; in other cases a daughter would still bring her mother beans a month 
before her death. A son would tell his mother: ‘Let me tend to the shamba while I 
still have strength’; a daughter would give her mother 100,000 shillings (100 
US$), without mentioning her illness. These references indicate that there is a 
certain amount of communication between caregivers and patients about the ill-
ness.  

 
Strains on parent-child relationships 
AIDS illness changes experiences of parenthood. In Buhaya parenthood is about 
provision in both ways. Parents are good parents when they make sure that their 
children have a good life, by providing them with an education and with land to 
build a house. And when children grow up and go to the city, buy a car, become 
employed and have children, parents are proud. When parents discuss the death 
of their children they often focus on one child. Invariably this was the child with 
the best opportunities for making a better life or the child they felt closest to. 

AIDS illness subtly changes the relationships between caregivers and patients. 
Personal experiences of patients and their caregivers often reflect ambivalence, a 
search for a redefinition of positions and emotions, from anger to grief to shame. 
Expectations of relations have, in essence not changed, nor have practices of 
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parenting and consolidating relations. Yet care giving demands extraordinary 
efforts of older people. This dualism – a search for maintaining relationships as 
they ‘should be’ in a new situation – is what creates pressure on older people. 
Caring for dying AIDS patients should be understood in this context; it is a 
period where all the expectations, the hopes and the investments in relations be-
come an entangled mess, and patient and caretakers have to negotiate their rela-
tionship again and uphold the standards concerning good care in the community. 
Silence is about this negotiation: It is to ensure that parents maintain the hum-
anity of their dying children. 

Elida’s father revealed her illness to us in an intimate setting, when we all 
expected the news of her death, but in later conversations AIDS was never men-
tioned again. Elida knew that she was dying but never spoke about it; her mother 
did not speak about it either and only mentioned her loss after Elida had already 
died. In this way they not only protected their dignity as caregivers but also the 
dignity of the patients. Villagers assessed the behaviour of both parents in the 
different stages of illness which exposed the relationship between Elida and her 
parents. They commented on what they did not consider to be huruma, com-
passion, where they thought a parent’s duty failed. In these assessments notions 
of female and male honour were core.  

 
Creating ‘loving’ care  
In the previous section I showed how patients and caregivers, through everyday 
living together, attempt to maintain their relationship. Fathers and mothers per-
form their parenthood through providing and suffering for their children. Child-
ren suffering from AIDS provide for their parents within their possibilities. Con-
cealment makes this generational care possible. Yet this relation subtly shifts 
when the patient becomes more ill and confined to bed. Other elements of 
relational care also explain why concealment is considered an element of com-
passionate care. One of these is the emotional relationship that often exists be-
tween caregivers and patients. To ask for care, i.e. to become totally dependent is 
often the outcome of a shared personal history of patients with their caregivers.  

Whereas care is sometimes given out of obligation, because there is simply 
nobody else present, in most cases those who provide care often share a long 
history with the patient and care deeply for the patient. This is the reason why an 
elderly childless aunt takes in three of her favourite nephew’s dying children: 
She had raised them since childhood. This is also the reason why an elderly 
grandmother moves to the newly established home of her grandson and his wife 
to take care of him during his illness. She raised her grandson, bought him land, 
and will continue to support his widow and the small great-grandchildren. The 
loss of someone with whom one had a close connection often creates emotional 
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tension. Caregivers can be angry at patients for bringing home a disease: Behind 
that are anxieties over lost expectations. The presence of AIDS has profoundly 
changed the experience of being an older person and a parent.  

When the terminal stage has been reached and the strains of care giving 
increase relationships change into total dependency on the older caregiver. The 
symptoms of AIDS in the terminal phase are extremely painful to witness and 
can also lead to feelings of disgust (Livingston 2008). Henderson (2004: 3) 
argues that a body’s disintegration interweaves with a disintegration of social 
relations. Bodies decay, are covered in sores, patients often have continuous 
diarrhoea and some lose so much weight that their entire physical appearance 
changes.. The state of a relationship, how intimate the caregiver is with the 
patient, is a way to overcome these feelings of disgust (Livingston 2008). Acts of 
care giving are therefore not isolated from broader family biographies and kin-
ship dynamics. On the contrary these biographies are embedded in the way care 
is provided (Dilger 2010b: 110).  

For older women good care involves intimacy and closeness – showing love to 
a patient. In doing so, touch and physical presence are essential, such as washing 
and feeding a patient or braiding hair. To show love requires hard physical work, 
in particular in the terminal phase. Patients often have terrible symptoms: Con-
tinuous diarrhoea, open sores and are physically unable to walk. As toilets in the 
houses are outside and patients are usually cared for on a mattress on the grass 
floor, these symptoms require the older person to use an enormous amount of 
physical effort. To cook the food a patient needs, older women need to collect 
firewood, buy eggs or milk and sometimes work on the land to buy necessities. 
And then there is the strain of living with a terminally ill patient who may die at 
any time. It involves sitting up at night, spoon feeding a patient. As Mae Tibai-
gana, aged 65 said about the care for her daughter: 

It is hard. You know where you are sitting now (on the sofa, with a cup of tea in front of me) 
– if the patient is terminal she cannot even reach for that cup of tea. You have to place it in 
her hands. And then the patient wants an egg, so you go to the neighbours and buy an egg 
and send a child to collect firewood and light the stove and cook the egg, and then she says, 
no, I am sorry I am not hungry, maybe some milk, so you go to the neighbours to buy milk. 
It is very tiring (…) and sometimes you get angry but you excuse the patient as she is ill. 

This physicality of care is particularly taxing on older women as they are 
simultaneously confronted with aging bodies which become worn out from care 
giving. The emotions of losing a loved person adds to older people’s wariness. 
The certainty of death and the intense physical experience of care leading to 
anxiety, stress and sleepless nights leads to feelings of grief and anger. The 
association of AIDS with imminent death is often unbearable, especially in a 
parent-child relationship such as Ta Stephen describes. This bodily experience of 
care triggers concerns about the prospect of physically aging while having to 
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manage failed expectations of children who are dying. These concerns are parti-
cularly rife in the terminal phase of illness. 

 
The danger of emotions 
A second trigger for conflict between patients and caregivers is the association of 
patients with immoral behaviour, and the disappointment of older parents in pa-
tients coming home with an illness from which parents tried to protect them, as is 
clear from the case of Elida. Ta Stephen for example is explicit: He only dis-
cusses the illness with family members and only when in the context of problems 
that need to be solved.  

I told my family members. I made a small meeting and explained the problem and how we 
should handle it. And maybe I can tell a good friend. He will ask ‘how is the condition’ and I 
will say ‘it is so and so’. But to say it is AIDS is not possible, for the following reasons. First 
of all if you say she is suffering from AIDS, she now knows that she is going to die, she is 
already dead and she can kill herself. And secondly, it is shameful, because it comes from 
prostitution. So to speak about it you are gossiping about your own child and when she hears 
she will leave the house and not speak to you.  

The moral thing to do in response to an ill child is to protect a patient from 
gossip and from losing hope. Ta Stephen indicates that the only reason to talk 
about AIDS is to make practical arrangements. Concealing protects the relation-
ship between the caregiver and the patient: Open discussion can potentially 
culminate in accusations between parents and their dying children. During my 
stay in the village, one man killed himself by taking an overdose of malaria 
tablets and panadol, after a heated argument with his mother. I asked his mother, 
about a month after his death, what had happened. She explained how she, as a 
caregiver, was seeing all the problems, the end of future security and having to 
support those who will be left behind, the grandchildren. She answered:  

No, it is true. You feel angry because you find that the disease enters the head of the sick 
person and all the time he will force you to say something that is not there because his mind 
is not well. He will force you to sell the shamba [land]. Like Athumani. He wanted me to sell 
the shamba so I could bring him to the traditional healer. And when a patient is sick he does 
not remember his children. (…) God sent us this disease but it is really paining us (…) Now-
adays mostly there is this disease. Normally when a child was growing up you were sure that 
he was not going to die and now you see the child growing up, growing up for death (…).  

To lose a sense of continuity was defining for the experience of older care-
givers and could, in the care giving period cause explosive situations. One old 
man, who had lost nine of his 11 children started to shout when I asked him 
whether he had been angry as well as sad:  

Angry?! Of course I was angry! You come home. You are ill. You did not listen. Now it is 
your problem!! 

Through concealing, these emotions are contained, hidden and a relationship 
of inclusion is made possible whereby the illness does not become a concrete 
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reality. Concealment serves an important function in maintaining a sense of 
closeness in an extremely emotional experience. 

Concealment here ensures that parents maintain the humanity of their dying 
children. Elida’s father revealed her illness to us in an intimate setting, when we 
all expected the news of her death, but in later conversations AIDS was never 
mentioned again. Elida knew that she was dying but never spoke about it; her 
mother did not speak about it either and only mentioned her loss after Elida had 
already died. In this way they not only protected their dignity as caregivers but 
also the dignity of the patients.  

Whispered morals: Concealing to enforce compassionate care 
In the previous section I argued that whereas tactile silences and active conceal-
ment make possible the inclusion of patients in the family, they at the same time 
contain emotions, and add psychological and physical strain to caregivers. In this 
section, I show how caregivers and in particular mothers, are observed and 
judged constantly, sometimes explicitly, sometimes implicitly. Caregivers as well 
as patients have close relationships with friends and neighbours, relationships 
that extend the family and in which trust is a key-word. In these relations they 
also constantly shift between containment and sharing. Tactical silences play a 
role in maintaining the dignity and position of the caregiver and the family, but 
also create intense feelings of loneliness amongst caregivers.  

 
Scene 3: A mother’s lack of love?  
The next morning Gussy and I decided to go to Rwantege to visit Elida. We were 
curious to see her situation because there seemed to be a paradoxical difference 
between the way Ta Stephen discusses the care for his daughter and the stories 
Gussy has overheard in the village. She told me:  

They were speaking about it all the way down to Maria. Maria said that she had heard that 
the daughter of Ta Stephen was seriously sick and I told her: ‘Yes, I got that information 
from her mother yesterday’. Maria said that the people were laughing at the mother, because 
she did not care at all for her daughter, that she neglected her. They were speaking bad words 
about the mother. I asked why and Maria said: ‘I do not know but she did not care for her at 
all. She went there yesterday when the condition became worse’.  

This comment, I realise, is a serious allegation. The care of a mother in Buhaya, 
is the best and most important form of care. Without that care a patient will 
suffer. To indicate that a mother has not slept next to her daughter in the hospital, 
implies a lack of love.  

When we visited Elida that morning in the dispensary we found Sofia, her 
mother and several siblings gathered around her bed. Elida was looking ill and 
was lying down; her mother was sitting on the bed drinking tea and eating bread, 
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and was happy to see us. She related how Elida was confused in the night and 
wanted to get out of bed and laughed when she explained this. She also said that 
she had not slept the whole night and that she failed to take a planned trip to Dar 
es Salaam on account of the patient. The main point of discussion was where to 
take Elida. The clinical staff of the dispensary had said that they could not help 
her anymore and referred her to Rubya, but Elida knew that she was dying and 
just wanted to go home. When we left a priest came in to deliver the last 
sacraments. Gussy, who trained with one of the nurses at the clinic walked with 
her outside the clinic and the nurse shared her doubts about the sincerity of the 
care of the family.  

The siblings are crying, but it seems that they do not really show love to her. 

I am intrigued by these words. What exactly do people mean by showing love? 
According to my observations Elida had hospital care, food, family around and 
later when she returned home and we visited her I saw a mattress, cups with 
something resembling milk porridge and mandazi (fried bread rolls, ks) on a 
plate. Elida herself seemed to have improved after the hospital admittance and 
we joked and invited her to visit us at home as soon as she is better. We also saw 
her nine-year-old son who was sleeping on the sofa in the adjoining room. He 
had lived with the family for a few years. Elida explained how she would really 
like to see her firstborn. He was two years old when she left him at his father’s 
family and he was now 15 years old, but she had never seen him again. He lived 
far away in another region and it was not likely that he could arrive on time. 
When we left, Gussy remarked: 

She will improve, but many times you see that people neglect the patient because they do not 
want to spend money all the time, when they know they are going to die. 

When I came to visit a week later, it was clear that Elida was dying. She was 
unable to sit up straight but she was happy to see us. We talked about the concert 
of Saida Karoli, a popular singer, who performed in Bukoba a week earlier. 
While I talked of drumming, dancing and songs, Elida lifted herself and asked 
me to tell stories of Bukoba and we left with her promise: ‘I will come to your 
house when I feel better’. She died a few days later.  

 
Concealing not to expose the inside  
Conversations around care giving in the village are tied to events, like the news 
that a patient is bedridden or hospitalised. Conversations are held in specific 
places and always when family members of the patient are not present. It is 
mainly women who engage in storytelling, especially stories on social relations 
and conflicts in other families (Stadler 2003). Older women hold discussions on 
the roadside and during funerals, watching the behaviour of mainly mothers, or 
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in houses visiting each other. A hospital nurse assesses the way a family cares for 
the patient and talks to a befriended nurse. Through the practice of sharing in-
formation neighbours, nurses and community members evaluate how the illness 
is handled by the family. In these evaluations important elements of care emerge. 
From the story of Elida it is clear that there is more to care than acts; it is the 
intention behind the acts that is evaluated.  

The comments around Elida’s care contain references to what constitutes com-
passionate care. A mother is supposed to show love. Gender is important here; 
whereas Elida is in the hospital surrounded with siblings and her mother, and her 
father is at home, the criticism of neighbours is geared towards her mother. What 
is interesting is that those commenting observe something subtle: Elida’s mother 
cares but does not show true affection. These evaluations of care might strain 
relations between caregivers and visitors. The following conversation shows how 
an older mother uses silence to maintain her dignity as an older woman, who 
‘just keeps quiet’, instead of picking a fight when she overhears visitors speaking 
‘bad words’.  

We:  When the people were coming here to see the sick, what did they say about your 
family and the sick?  

Mae Elesta:  Did they come?!! Could they come everyday to visit you??! [rhetorical: Mean-
ing no-one came] 

We:  It didn’t happen that you heard that people were talking about your family? 
Mae Elesta:  That you cannot listen to. If you listen to these words you find that you are 

fighting with these people.  
We:  But there were some talks? 
Mae Elesta:  Ehemmmm, they said. You know the people, when they see someone that is 

sick, when they see someone that is in bed, they talk, but you do not mind. If 
you find that the people are talking, you let them talk. Even if they ask you, you 
don't explain anything to them. 

We:  Did they ask you in terms of a joke? 
Mae Elesta:  Yes. Some come to laugh at you; some just come to investigate, to see which 

stage you have reached, but as we are older we just let it go. 
We:  There were bad reactions, but were there good reactions as well? 
Mae Elesta:  There were some people who came with good reactions, but you cannot know 

what is inside the people. 

Important in this conversation is the way Mae Elesta protects the patient 
through silence, but also that she as an old woman, knows better than to fight 
with people. In the community, the role of older women is to counsel younger 
women and men about fights, jealousy and conflicts, and their general advise is 
to ignore gossip and to keep quiet at all times. This is what dignified behaviour 
of older women is about.  

These notions of dignity are related to a core orientation in Haya society: That 
of enclosure (Weiss 1996). Weiss argues that this orientation is visible in every-
day practice: from wrapping/enclosing baskets and bunches of banana to closing 
the doors when eating, and opening only certain spaces for visitors (Ibid.). 
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Elida’s mother was not quiet. She laughingly told me, her visitor, about the con-
fused state of her daughter, about not being able to go to Dar es Salaam, even 
though she never mentioned the illness of her daughter. Visitors reacted to this 
by analysing the amount of ‘real love’. Concealment is therefore normal practice, 
a disposition, in Buhaya and the way older caregivers in relation to AIDS func-
tion and what they consider ‘good behaviour’ very much fit what is virtuous as 
older women: Being quiet and contained, suffering for your children. 

Having visitors is therefore dangerous. Mae Elesta, in the quote above, wants 
visitors to come, but at the same time states that you never ‘know what is inside 
people’. There was a general sense amongst older people that in contemporary 
Buhaya society trust had disappeared. Old people related the increase of suspi-
cion to poverty and a struggle over resources, especially land and an increase in 
fitina (envy) between people. The lack of trust was related to the roho, the ‘in-
side’ of people living in contemporary Buhaya. As Mae Nyakato, aged 59 said 
while I asked her to reflect on the core problems of old people nowadays:  

The true problem of this village is that people do not want to help each other: Their roho 
[inside/nature] is bad. 

In two lengthy discussions with a group of older men and a group of older 
women, mistrust emerged as an important element of social life.  

Before, they were trusting. If you could go and tell someone your secret, they kept it. Now 
when you tell someone your secret and ask him not to tell anybody, after leaving there she is 
going to tell it to everyone. Within three days you find your secret has spread all over the 
village, so there are no secrets anymore. If you say your secret you allow it to be spread 
yourself. (Mae Fatuma, aged 78, married with a rich son in Dar) 

Mae Fatuma makes an important statement in the above narrative: Even close 
relations or friends can no longer be trusted with a secret, as secrets spread as 
soon as the person who hears the secret leaves the house. In later discussions the 
older women related the lack of trust to fitina (envy) and related to that an 
increase in witchcraft in the last few years. Patients often stated they had been 
bewitched, out of jealousy and also within families, within close relations, mis-
trust was highly present and there were some older women accused of witchcraft, 
or they accused their daughters-in-law of claiming their sons. Caregivers there-
fore only trust selected people with their secrets even within families. In the next 
section I look at how caregivers employ tactical silences to find, on the one hand 
support from visitors and on the other hand protect their social position and the 
dignity of the patient.  

 
What is the use of telling them? Concealing to protect the position of caregivers 
In times of illness it is essential for caregivers to receive company, friends and 
neighbours who come to visit, and who, by sitting in the front room even without 
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saying much, provide solace. Neighbours, visitors and friends also often lend 
assistance by bringing some small gifts such as eggs. In the experience of care 
giving again, this visiting is essential to comfort caregivers, especially older 
women when they are confined to the house. As Kastelijns (2009) shows for 
Uganda, in times of illness the social life of caregivers diminishes greatly. Yet as 
the above sections show, receiving company is potentially dangerous for the 
social position of caregivers.  

To prevent people from spreading information about HIV, caregivers therefore 
employ different ways to conceal the situation. Sometimes patients are hidden in 
a side-room or hide themselves and caregivers invite the visitor, stating that the 
patient has ‘just gone to rest’. At other times the patient is present but silence is 
maintained: Almost all older caregivers said something along the lines of:  

The signs and symptoms were seen, so there was no need to say anything. The people could 
see for themselves. 

In this way older caregivers can share some problems without speaking about 
it and visitors can observe the state of a household. With other trusted neighbours 
and friends caregivers do share personal stories of the strains of care giving. 
Trust is an essential element in these assessments.  

Amongst older men and women there is a strong sense that talking about 
problems means asking for pity and assistance and this might affect one’s respect 
in the community. Especially in the current market economy, older people more 
and more need to engage in work to earn money, employing already worn out 
bodies to be able to provide care (cf Kastelijns 2009; Ssengonzi 2007). The 
increased care demands take place in a situation of fragmented land due to 
inheritance problems and little to no formal employment opportunities in the 
area, which adds an additional strain to intergenerational relationships. Many 
young people do not consider themselves very ‘capable’ financially and hence 
have trouble living up to older people’s expectations. Kaijage (1992) has argued 
that a reorientation is taking place in Haya society towards the nuclear family. 
Many older men and women struggle with anxiety over their future situation 
because adult sons and daughters move away to the cities and the fishing islands, 
or start a life elsewhere in the area.  

There are modes to discuss issues with visitors, specific visitors and specific 
phrasings. With others older people merely seek distraction and go for ‘normal 
talks’. And as care is strictly related to the family domain, especially in the areas 
of food and money (two areas which indicate the social standing of a household), 
it is not useful to discuss problems. ‘Will they help me in anything?’ was an 
answer I heard many times. Older caregivers therefore often remain alone in their 
care giving. ‘In Buhaya you die with your worries in your heart’, was an often 
dismissive end to a conversation on support. Concealment in this sense serves to 
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navigate a social situation where care givers cannot lean on family relations per 
se and personal relations of trust are scant and have to have been built over a 
longer time. Concealing in care giving then serves to maintain a family’s dignity 
to the outer world (cf Iliffe 2005). It protects the family’s affairs and especially 
their social-economic status from public scrutiny.  

As the above two sections show, the ‘inside’ is also an ambiguous domain, 
making it possible for visitors to enter. In the next section I show how visitors 
enforce concealment in care giving through their observations of the ‘inside’. 

 
Silent discourse: The ambiguity of the ‘inside’ 
‘When bad news hits the village, people have a lot to say’ is a Haya proverb 
paraphrased by Mutembei (2001). The death of Elida shows how visitors and 
community members discuss matters to make sense of what happened with her 
care. These discussions do not take place out of the blue. Those who enter into 
the homes of families with patients are often good friends of one of the people in 
the family – be it the patient or the caregiver. Neighbours for example, often 
know details about the life of caretakers. The Haya word for neighbour is omu-
taani, ‘those who enter with each other’ (Weiss 1996: 47).  

Inside and outside should not be equated to the anthropological public-private 
dichotomy. Each relationship contains an inside and outside – concealment. Haya 
therefore actively conceal and reveal at every moment, towards each person, 
including family members. Social relations are surrounded by secrecy, and trust 
within relations is slowly built by giving small pieces of unimportant information 
and checking how that information is handled. Conversations that take place 
around AIDS in the village are therefore often framed in an intricate social know-
ledge about the family history of the caregiver and the patient. Because the 
people commenting on practices of care giving often have specific relations of 
friendship with either patient or caregiver or are a long-term neighbour, which 
allows them inside the household, stories also become very much personal stories 
of the storyteller. Zeitlyn (2003: 620) argues that ‘talk’ functions to manage 
interpersonal relations; visitors have a role in that they observe what is ongoing 
in the privacy of a household. 

Older men and women in the village can also have different roles at the same 
time. They can be an active caregiver going to visit a friend who is also involved 
in care giving or may have lost a relative not long ago. These positions shape the 
stories that are told. The stories often change slightly over time or are triggered 
and reframed by other events. This is visible in Gussy’s comments on Elida’s 
care: ‘Often you will find that a family does not want to spend resources’, based 
on her observations of care as a nurse and an individual who has experience with 
losing friends and relatives.  
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The importance of personal histories in dissecting stories became even more 
apparent in a series of conversations I had with two older women whose life 
history I knew. They started to comment on the care for a patient in a neigh-
bouring house. Over the course of two weeks, from the moment the patient had 
attempted suicide until his death two weeks later, two narratives emerged. One 
woman, the friend of the patient’s mother discussed the extraordinary effort of 
care; keeping vigil all night, taking the patient to the hospital, and having to cope 
with his anger and shouting. The other woman was a friend of the patient’s first 
wife. At the moment of our discussion about care, she was specifically concerned 
about care for patients as she was coming to terms with having been ostracised 
by her own family because she, as an older person, with a history of umalaya, 
was suspected to be HIV positive. This process shaped how she looked at and 
talked about certain events. She ranted about the quality of care that the patient’s 
mother provided.  

His mother? Ah, that one is a jambazi kabisa [total thug, ks]. She uses money for pombe 
[local beer, ks]. She did not care for him at all. I went there and he had the electricity 
[shingles] and I said: ‘get him some medicine!’ And she said: ‘medicines for AIDS?’ You do 
NOT say that when the patient is in the other room!! (…) so as not to cut his tamaa 
[desire/hope for living, ks]. 

It is therefore very difficult to maintain an inside, especially when different 
family members have different relations of trust and when there are conflicts 
within the family as in the above case. For caregivers it is difficult to assess how 
visitors might frame information. In the intersection between caregivers and 
others there is therefore a concealed discourse; people speak, but there is no overt 
reference to the illness. Concealment is therefore never complete silence. Van der 
Port calls this the eloquence of silence. Drawing on Taussig’s (2000: 229-230) 
concept of implicit social knowledge he argues that silence is not necessarily the 
absence of speaking. References to AIDS are present. If a close friend asks a 
parent: ‘how is the condition?’ and the reply is: ‘we were up all night’, the neigh-
bour knows enough. The core of concealment between visitors and families is 
uncertainty about how information will be used and whether people would link 
promiscuity, adultery or prostitution to their patients, or comment on their prac-
tices of care and how this might shift the power balance between families and the 
community.  

The discussions around illness events in this sense have a moral activity: The 
core elements of compassionate care were voiced. This compassion between pa-
tients and especially their mothers is visible in tactility, presence and kindness. 
Compassionate care requires concealment and silence from both parents and 
patients in order to hide emotions that could compromise the relationship. A 
second element is about giving hope to a patient, by concealing the possibility 
that a patient might die. Visitors not only discuss but sometimes enforce norms 
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around compassionate care, exposing caregivers who do not care properly to the 
community. 

Whereas concealing within the relation of caregiver-patient functions as an 
inclusion mechanism to safeguard against the potentially destructive emotions 
resulting from failed expectations, in the relation between caregivers and others 
around them it functions as a way to normalise an extraordinary situation: Older 
people continuously switch between their role as caregiver and their role as older 
person within a network of kin relations who will remain when the patient has 
passed away. In this sense the network of kin represents a sense of continuity and 
these relations have to be carefully maintained.  

Conclusion: Enclosed patients, disclosed values 
In this chapter I have explored how tactical silences make possible ‘good care’ 
for patients dying of AIDS in northwest Tanzania. In the advanced epidemic of 
northwest Tanzania, AIDS illness exposes social relationships in families and 
brings out moral concerns. Not whether care is given, but how care is given to 
patients is the issue that occupies the minds of visitors. Illness events trigger 
questions that go beyond the specific illness of a patient but also pertain to the 
own experiences of visitors and to general evaluations of practices of relating. 
Compassion, huruma, is an element of social relations that is at stake in con-
temporary Buhaya according to older parents. Compassion in relation to care-
giving for terminal patients is geared towards the inclusion of patients and main-
taining dignity.  

Compassionate care is a moral construct which is made and remade constantly 
in response to illness events. In the village there are strong notions as to what is 
considered to be ‘good care’. Practices of good care include tactility, closeness, 
love, duty and suffering. These are values that are ingrained in the generation of 
older men and women and that they feel are lacking in the younger generation. It 
is therefore important for older caregivers to continuously enforce these values 
through visits and through discussions about illness events. Emotions form an 
essential element of care giving: There are often close and loving relationships 
between patients and caregivers.  

A core element of compassionate care is concealment. Concealment is neither 
denial nor completely explicable by stigma theories, but is a ‘core orientation’ or 
a ‘language’ in a society with a strong focus on enclosure and concerns about 
trust and social position, and concealing is therefore ingrained in everyday 
practice – it is honourable to not expose internal affairs. In relation to AIDS 
illness, concealment creates spaces for compassionate care. AIDS illness recon-
figures care relations within families, and with that exposes a family and its 
internal affairs to the broader community, because of its visibility. Concealment 
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prevents the potential harmful exposure of conflicts and emotions between care-
givers and patients and hence protects the social position of caregivers. Visitors, 
in a way, ‘stimulate’ compassionate care, in the sense that they gossip about 
caregivers when these caregivers discuss the illness of patients and hence deny 
them hope. In this way concealment enforces compassionate care.  

At the same time concealment has another side where it hides the interpersonal 
tensions that AIDS illness brings into families. Illness serves as a trigger that 
enlarges already existing social conflicts, including witchcraft fears and allega-
tions. By concealing anxiety, stress and anger are contained but not gone. Con-
cealment in this way hides the broader power plays in family and community, 
leading to dignity of the family but loneliness amongst caregivers. The ‘morality’ 
of care giving in this advanced epidemic is geared towards inclusion of patients; 
silence is a protection mechanism against exclusion. This stance contradicts re-
cent discussions on openness and disclosure in debates on AIDS, in particular 
discussions on the relationship of disclosure with social support. Strategies of 
silence and secrecy have often been described in reference to stigmatising con-
ditions such as infectious diseases. AIDS is no exception, but the fact that it often 
leads to death has made the condition extra stigmatised. Stigma in much of the 
disclosure literature is often seen as an obstacle to health promotion and treat-
ment. An assumption in this literature is that disclosure leads to better social 
support.  

In this chapter, I use the perspective of caretakers to explore this assumption, 
building on anthropological examinations of what ‘stigma’ entails in social rela-
tions. Building on ideas around stigma as resulting from emotions in social rela-
tions, I looked at how the event of a patient entering the terminal stage presents a 
moral breakdown. Care is often the expression of relations that have been built 
over time (Livingston 2008: 290). It usually takes place within intimate, long-
standing relationships. In this chapter I focus on the parent-child relationship 
between older parents and their dying children. This relationship, which is about 
providing in dual ways the balance of give and take, is kept for as long as 
possible. When patients reach their terminal stage the relation shifts towards 
dependency on older parents who are themselves providing care with aging 
bodies and can barely manage the care tasks. In this care giving relation the older 
body is not a given; it is a constant reminder of a potentially insecure future. 
Older people have to manoeuvre between different identities: That of a caring 
parent and that of an aging person expecting care. These dual roles often evoke 
conflicts which are dangerous to kin relations. Concealment as a core praxis of 
the morality of care is employed to consolidate relations or to enforce the 
containment of emotions. Values are exposed but patients and caregivers are 
enclosed. Silence and concealment in this capacity not only protect patients from 
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exclusion but make inclusion possible and consolidates the position of older 
caregivers towards those who remain.  
   
 




